• Attitudes:
• Disposition or tendency to respond positively or negatively ....
• Factual Information (Memorization):
• Processing of factual information and remembering .....
• Concepts (Discrimination):
• Concept learning encompasses learning how to discriminate and categorize things • Concept formation is not related to simple recall, it must be constructed.
• Reasoning (Inference, Deduction):
• thinking activities that involve making or testing inferences, closely related to problem-solving and creative behaviors".
• Procedure Learning:
• .... being able to solve a certain task by applying a procedure.
• Problem solving:
• .... involves the identification of subgoals and the use of methods (especially heuristics) to satisfy the subgoals.
• Learning Strategies:
• .... can be learned to some extent only !
• Sensory-Motor: 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Environments

D: Intelligent Learning Environments in simple talk:
The Learner must be active
• (again and always: people don't learn by browsing hypertext and by answering questions!)
A learning environment should be designed to be as powerful dedicated working environments.
• It must be rich and complex reflecting the essential properties of what has to be learned.
The environment must be structured.
• If the richness of a learning environment is a quality, its complexity may reduce learning.
• It must provide optimal learning conditions as a function of the learner's stage of knowledge.
Learning environments should be designed as hierarchical knowledge base generators
• ... tools for thinking !
Learning environments should present knowledge as a communication system.
• A learner must interact with agents, tutors, co-learners (real or artificial)
Such environments do not exist on Internet (yet)
• The "artificial intelligence" part will be much less important than in traditional ITS systems (2) Describe the goal:
• e.g. describe the goal of a lesson (task,...), state what students will be able to accomplish and how they will be able to use the knowledge, give a demonstration if appropriate.
(3) Stimulate recall of prior knowledge
• e.g. remind the student of prior knowledge relevant to the current lesson (facts, rules, procedures or skills). Show how knowledge is connected, provide the student with a framework that helps learning and remembering. Tests can be included.
(4) Present the material to be learned Topics are:
• Courseware = optimize access to edu "information"
• via an appropriate interface and structuring of the material
• implementation of instructional strategies,
• i.e. sequencing of teaching materials
• implementation of instructional tactics, e.g.:
• giving examples • multiple choice questions • asking the student to perform a task, etc.
• telling what learning strategy to adopt with some material
• Learning material contains what has to be learned in a very broad sense (e.g. knowing what, knowing how).
• It can be computational in various ways (exploratory hypertext, lesson & task oriented hypertext, simulation software, task solving environments, etc.)
Web potential: For teachers, the focus shifts from "information transfer" to "organization of information access" + "organization of collaboration". 
Constructionism is both:
• a theory of learning and a strategy for education.
• Built on the "constructivist" theories of Jean Piaget
Central ideas:
• Knowledge is not simply transmitted from teacher to student, but actively constructed by the mind of the learner. • Children don't get ideas; they make ideas.
• Constructionism suggests that learners are particularly likely to make new ideas when they are actively engaged: ==> in making some type of external artifact (a robot, a Lego tower a computer program...) ==> which they can reflect upon and share with others.
constructionism involves two intertwined types of construction:
• (1) the construction of knowledge • (2) in the context of building personally and socially meaningful artifacts. 
